In order to establish a communication network, we need to make that its nodes are able to communicate. Mobile network operators, for example, create coverage plans to distribute their sites in a way that enables a subscriber to place phone calls to any location within the mobile network. In challenged environments, however, it is not always possible to guarantee continuous connectivity for networking entities. In mountainous terrains, rural plantations, and war zones, communication using wireless networks is prone to disruption and long delays. This increased the interest in developing delay-tolerant networks (DTNs) that do not have strict requirements for connectivity, network capacity and mobility patterns of communicating nodes.
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Delay-Tolerant Networking was first considered for deep-space communications, due to the huge propagation delays experienced during data transfer between different planets of the solar system [1] . Interplanetary environments are also subject to high bit error rates and long disconnections, which added the term "disruption" to this research field. DTN deployment was later extended to include some terrestrial networks characterized by intermittent connectivity, such as wireless networks in rural areas, military networks, and vehicular networks [14] . However, no "killer" DTN application has been identified yet. DTN models and architectures are being developed for several possible applications including low-cost, minimum infrastructure social networking.
Possible DTN applications include e-governance, telemedicine and citizen journalism in rural areas [3] which impose strict security and privacy requirements. Therefore, DTNs are expected to consider providing the necessary security services to applications and subscribers.
Securing a DTN has to take into consideration the various challenges encountered in such networks. The main challenge is the lack of end-to-end sustained connectivity, which imposes large communication delays and pushes network entities towards opportunistic communication over the intermittent links [4] . DTN nodes are usually characterized by high mobility with undetermined mobility patterns [1] . These nodes could range from laptop computers to tablets, cell phones, or even tiny sensors. Thus, storage capacity and battery life vary considerably among different types of nodes, and could become scarce in some of them. These challenges, particular to the disruption-prone environment of DTNs, render traditional security mechanisms inapplicable [5] .
Similar to other networks, DTNs are subject to several security threats. Denial of Service (DoS) attacks could happen at any layer of the DTN. Malicious nodes could launch masquerading attacks by pretending to be valid nodes and intercepting communications.
Unauthorized access to the DTN resources might result in data modification and tampering, and on a less critical scale, eavesdropping. Even authorized access could be harmful if not controlled by strict permission rules and access priorities. DTN resources could be exhausted by valid nodes if they enter a loop of data generation that can eventually flood the network.
With all the challenges and threats at hand, securing a DTN enforces a set of requirements, which could vary depending on the application and the target security level. Security measures are to be provided on a hopby-hop and end-to-end basis, and between intermediary nodes whose role is to temporarily store and then forward messages. A message sender should be authenticated through its digital signature or a message authentication code (MAC). Data encryption should be used to provide confidentiality of exchanged messages, such that only intended recipients can decrypt these messages. Since the possibility of data tampering always exists, integrity checks should be carried out to detect modifications of message content [1] . If messages of large sizes need to be transmitted over a DTN, fragmentation is usually implemented, which makes authentication and integrity validation more complicated [5] .
Access control mechanisms should be applied so that only authorized entities could exchange messages, and in a manner that does not exhaust network resources. For authorization, integrity check, and confidentiality assurance, a proper key management scheme should be used which takes into account the disconnected nature of a DTN. Due to their limited storage and processing capacities, some DTN nodes might need to make simple decisions regarding what messages to store/forward. Thus, policy-based routing/forwarding becomes more important with the scarcity of network resources.
Privacy of DTN communications implies keeping both the message content and the identities of the original sender and the intended recipient confidential. The disconnected nature of DTNs enforces the "take what you can get" routing strategy on infrastructure nodes, and this greatly limits routing options and makes confirmation difficult to obtain. The opportunistic connections and variable delays make traditional anonymity techniques, such as source routing, unsuitable for DTNs [3] . Moreover, existing privacy-enabling solutions, such as successive layered encryption (or Onion Routing [7] ), require knowledge of the network topology and inflict additional storage delays and overhead. Consequently, they cannot be used in DTNs.
The aim of this paper is to make use of the DTN's flexible architecture in order to provide secure means of communication within an environment that is still widespread in several parts of the world nowadays: communities under the control of oppressive rulers/authorities. The basic scenario addressed in our model considers a group of citizens who need to communicate short messages, of extremely confidential nature, having only intermittent connectivity to servers and peer nodes. Basically, a DTN node would either be a mobile phone or a laptop. At the same time, for personal safety reasons, members of this group need to hide their identities from possible interceptors or compromised nodes. Therefore, anonymity is a critical security requirement in this case.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we briefly discuss the major DTN security protocols presented in the literature. Section 3 presents the proposed system design and architecture. This includes a description of the DTN model assumed in this work, the communication scenarios adopted, and the encryption schemes employed. In Section 4, a simulation of the proposed design is presented and analyzed. Conclusions and future extensions are provided in Section 5.
Related Work
In [6] , Farrell and Cahill recommend the following policy controls specifically for DTNs: time-to-live controls, "strange routes" (such as loops) controls, controls that handle information about resource constraints in the DTN such as neighbor's storage capacity, and fragmentation controls.
The Delay-Tolerant Networking Research Group (DTNRG) defines in [8] a set of goals in order to overcome the security threats present in a DTN. These goals include:
 Promptly preventing unauthorized applications from using the DTN to carry or store data or control the DTN infrastructure.  Preventing otherwise authorized applications from sending bundles at a rate or class of service for which they lack permission.  Promptly discarding bundles that are damaged or improperly modified in transit.  Promptly detecting and de-authorizing compromised entities. In the definition of security services for DTNs, senders and recipients of bundles are distinguished from senders and recipients of security service applications. The Bundle Security Protocol Specification [10] defines three security headers that can be used to provide different security services to message bundles:
 BAH (Bundle Authentication Header) adds a MAC or a signature to the bundle to authenticate a single hop communication.  PSH (Payload Security Header) adds a MAC or signature to a bundle to provide end-to-end authentication.  CH (Confidentiality Header) to encapsulate encrypted payload [5] . The authors in [15] introduce a Bundle layer security protocol, SEGURA, for authentication and integrity check of message bundles in DTNs. Their protocol employs probabilistic set membership constructs to amortize the cryptographic functionality of traditional authentication mechanisms such as MACs, hash trees, authentication graphs, and digital signatures in relatively small-sized data structures. The SEGURA integrity enforcement mechanism gives intermediate DTN routers and gateways the ability to verify the integrity of bundles without employing computationally expensive public-key operations.
As an alternative to the traditional Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), Identity-Based Cryptography (IBC) enables message encryption and signature verification using a public identifier, such as a name or an email address of the target recipient, as a key [5] . An IBC system consists mainly of:
 Principals (P) as message senders and recipients.  Private Key Generator (PKG) as trusted third party. Asokan et al. [5] discuss the applicability of IBC for DTN communications, and compare it to the traditional cryptographic methods.
Because of their disconnected nature, nodes in a DTN cannot constantly access servers to fetch public keys and check certificate revocation lists (CRLs). Therefore, a traditional PKI is not suitable to provide security for DTNs, and IBC presents a more suitable solution. Furthermore, Hierarchical IBC (HIBC) extends IBC by establishing a cooperative hierarchy of PKGs consisting of top-level or root PKG and domain PKGs. Seth and Keshav present in [4] a security architecture based on HIBC for DTNs, and use it to create secure channels, provide mutual authentication, and achieve key revocation for disconnected nodes. The basic elements of the proposed architecture are:
 Region: collection of mutually-reachable DTN routers.  Gateway: DTN router with interfaces to more than one region.  Custodian: DTN router acting as always-available proxy for intermittently-connected hosts.  Local DTN router: DTN router communicating directly with an endpoint (could be a custodian). Seth and Keshav also propose mechanisms for mutual authentication between a disconnected node and a local DTN router.
Kate et al [3] use IBC to create a security infrastructure for DTNs. They introduce a new anonymous authentication protocol, which they use as the main building block for the first anonymous communication solution for intermittently-connected networks. Their DTN security architecture is based on the Sakai-Ohgishi-Kasahara (SOK) key agreement protocol [11] in a Boneh-Franklin identity-based encryption (BF-IBE) setup [12] .
Kate et al. also argue in [3] that their solution has two main advantages compared to Seth and Keshav's solution for end-to-end security:
 The mutual authentication scheme is more efficient and does not need to be interactive.  The secure data transfer mechanism between different users of the same disconnected network is more efficient. Moreover, in [13] the authors present the Single Territory Reliable Anonymous Protocol (STRAP-k), a scheme to ensure reliable delivery of messages to all multicast receivers in DTNs, by making use of nonmulticast nodes to reduce delivery latency. Parameter k designates the maximum number of non-multicast nodes that can be used in delivering a message. This reliability scheme is then extended to provide anonymity of multicast receivers in the group. The authors assume the following:
 All non-multicast nodes are not to be trusted.  One or more non-multicast nodes in the network might be malicious.  All group members follow the protocol and do not misbehave. If compromised, however, they could potentially reveal the identity of other multicast nodes.  Nodes use pseudonyms instead of their real identifiers in the multicast message distribution process. These pseudonyms must change dynamically, and should be statistically unique and cryptographically verifiable. The anonymity part of this scheme ensures that, for a certain node i, no other node in the network can predict whether it is a multicast receiver from previous message interactions. Multicast receiver identities are kept secret from the custodial nodes that provide guarantees to such receivers. In addition, the anonymous authentication scheme enables a node i to authenticate a multicast group member j while keeping their identities hidden.
System Design
This research work aims to provide robust and secure means of communication for oppressed citizens through the development of a suitable DTN model. The scenario under study consists of a group of citizens under the rule of oppressive authorities. Mobile networks and other public communication systems are intercepted and used by the oppressors to closely observe citizens' movement and subdue any conspiracy or resistance. Civilians whose lives and freedom are threatened by such regimes try to communicate via other channels, unknown to the authorities. However, they cannot dismiss the possibility of being discovered. Therefore, in addition to interacting over a secret network, they need to make sure the exchanged information remains confidential and the communicating members remain anonymous.
DTN Model
The DTN model proposed for this scenario is composed of disconnected cells, which are typically public areas that are usually crowded with families, friends, and work colleagues. Members of resistant groups can go to such places without raising any suspicion, and they can communicate with fellow members without even knowing their true identities. A cell can be a mall, a café, a park, or a library where it is normal to see people using their cell phones or laptops.
Since the true identities of the DTN members must remain secret, pseudonyms are used during message exchange. Due to the fact that cells are disconnected and there is no network infrastructure to ensure continuous connectivity, Identity-Based Encryption is used for secure communication within the cells.
During the system initialization phase, subscription credentials are stored in sealed USB sticks and manually distributed by authorized agents to members who want to be part of this network [5] . These credentials will be used by each member to connect to a zone PKG for the first time and establish a trust-based relationship.
Within each cell, a PKG handles the distribution and update of Private Keys (Pr) of all the DTN members in that cell. The PKG also maintains a database containing the Public IDs (Pu) and updated status of the nodes within its cell. PKGs of all cells securely communicate with each other to synchronize their databases.
Members of a DTN use the wireless connection capabilities of their cell phones or their laptops, such as Wi-Fi [19] , to communicate inside a cell. Based on the IBE cryptosystem, DTN nodes use their Public IDs during communication. These IDs are associated with a timestamp to ensure the freshness of the used keys. The nodes collaborate to send messages to their destinations by rebroadcasting received packets within a cell. Moreover, a DTN node may travel from one cell to another, and might be assigned by the PKG to carry messages of other nodes to the new cell. This node is called a "Mobile Gateway".
Gateways are ordinary nodes that have enough storage and processing capabilities to store and forward messages of other nodes, and that are believed to be reliable and trustworthy by the PKG. Identities of the chosen gateways are not known to nodes and other gateways within their cell or anywhere in the DTN.
To send a message, a node encrypts it and broadcasts it within its cell. If the intended receiver is present in that cell, it can open and read the message. Otherwise, the message is carried by a traveling gateway node to another location closer to its destination.
A sender knows the Public ID of the intended recipient of its message but is not aware of the recipient's location. Collaboration between the different PKGs enables them to locate the recipient and arrange for the message to reach the destination through one or several gateways. Figure 1 
Communication Scenario
We consider a sender S who needs to send a message M to a recipient D. For the message to be sent, S must be within a PKG zone, and it should have a fresh Private Key (Pr S ) so that it can decrypt any messages it might receive during the validity period (which could be a day, for example). This requires that S connects to the PKG at least once every validity period and requests a new Pr. In order to do so, S needs to know the Public ID of the PKG.
Public IDs of PKGs can be watermarked over the radio channel of a local broadcasting station. Interested nodes of the DTN would be listening to this channel and waiting to get the ID of the PKG where they will be located. PKG IDs are refreshed every ΔT, and the private key generation function is not restricted to particular nodes. In order to decrease the possibility of compromise, new nodes can be selected to replace existing PKGs, based on their reputation. PKG replacement remains transparent to the remaining DTN nodes.
an identity-based encryption function that will be described later.
Req_Pr S = Enc Pu PKG [ Identifier S , Pu S ||timestamp, Pu D , K ] The Identifier is a secret parameter associated with the Public ID of S; it verifies that S is authorized to use Pu S . Pu S is needed by the PKG to generate the private keys of S. By associating Pu S with a timestamp, we ensure that Pr S is fresh. As mentioned earlier, this serves to replace the certificate revocation lists (CRLs) of traditional encryption schemes.
Pu D is required by the PKG to assign the message ID (ID M ), which is associated with the location of D. The PKG knows this location through the cooperation with the other PKGs and by maintaining synchronized databases containing updated node locations.
Since S does not have any private key yet, it generates a session key (K) for the initial communication with the PKG. The PKG uses K to encrypt Pr S and to send it over a secure channel to S.
Private Key Reply Message: Upon receiving the Req_Pr S , the PKG decrypts it using its private key. If S has the necessary credentials and the timestamp is valid (corresponds to the current key validity period), the PKG generates Pr S and updates the entry corresponding to S in its database (see Figure 2) . Using The main database contains information about all active nodes during a key validity period. This information is shared among all PKGs and synchronized periodically every ΔT Syn over a secure communication channel. Moreover, all PKG databases are assumed to be protected using a deniable encryption technique (e.g. TrueCrypt) that creates a hidden disk partition containing the stored data. If compromised, this hidden partition can be decrypted to reveal an empty volume. The use of deniable encryption in the proposed communication scenario is explained later.
The PKG then encrypts Pr S using the shared session key and sends it directly to S. We assume that the transmission range of the PKG is large enough to cover the whole DTN cell area, and therefore, we are certain that replies from the PKG arrive at their destination. Sym_Enc is a classical symmetric key encryption function:
Rep_Pr S = Sym_Enc K [Pr S ] For the message of S to reach its destination, PKG creates gateway tickets that help gateway nodes identify which messages they should carry to their next location. The DTN nodes are mobile and have varying resources. Because a PKG needs to know what nodes are present within its cell and what capabilities they have, it requires the nodes to send status update messages frequently and periodically (every ΔT 1 ).
Heartbeat Message: Every ΔT 1 , each node within a PKG zone sends a status update to the PKG, containing the following: presence flag (I'm here/I'm leaving), available battery resources, available storage capacity, processing capacity, communication range, and next location (in case presence flag indicates "I'm leaving").
The presence flag informs the PKG of the nodes present within its cell, and the nodes leaving the cell. This is how a possible recipient node location is identified (through PKG cooperation). Moreover, a leaving node has to declare its next location, whether it is another cell within the DTN, or totally outside the DTN. In the former case, the PKG can assign this node to carry a number of messages from other nodes in its cell to the new cell. These messages could be intended for recipients in the new cell or in another cell close by, and in this case, they need to be forwarded again by another gateway.
PKG uses the information it receives from the Heartbeat messages to decide which nodes can act as mobile gateways, and which mobile gateway should carry each outgoing message (depending on the previously assigned message IDs).
Accordingly, PKG sends updated gateway tickets to all the active nodes within the cell. When a node broadcasts a message intended for a remote recipient, the corresponding mobile gateway can store and forward it. Therefore, PKG sends the following tickets to S, so that it can send messages to D: Message Communications: S wants to send M 1 to D. It uses the first ticket it received from the PKG and appends to it the encryption of M 1 along with its own ID, then broadcasts the whole ciphertext (C 1 ) in its cell.
Den_Enc is a deniable encryption function that we use here to further protect the sender and the receiver in case they were compromised. We describe this function in more details in the next section.
When gateway G i receives C 1 , it performs the following steps:
 Parses the received ciphertext to get the random number R and two encrypted blocks (1 and 2).  Decrypts the first block (1) using its private key (Pr Gi ) to get ID M1 and another random number r.  Compares R to r to confirm that the ticket belongs to it.  Stores ID M1 with the second encrypted block (2). Gi, carrying the messages from S and some other senders, travels to its second indicated location (PKG'). Gi sends a heartbeat message to PKG' to announce its arrival. Then it sends a forwarding destination request message to PKG', containing all message IDs that were carried from PKG zone, in order to get the proper ticket to forward each of these messages:
Req_FwDest Gi D parses the received ciphertext into a random number and two encrypted blocks. D decrypts the first block successfully and realizes that the ticket actually belongs to it. If D is not traveling to another zone, and is therefore not a mobile gateway, it knows that the message was sent to it and decrypts it. However, if D is actually travelling, then at one point it sends the message ID to the PKG to get the corresponding ticket. Knowing that D is the intended recipient of this message, PKG sends back a "receive permission" signal instead of a ticket. Thus, D decrypts the second block using its private key and gets S ID and the original message M.
D sends a "receive acknowledge" message to its PKG. This enables the different PKGs to establish the gateway reputation database since a successfully received message means that the assigned gateways have been reliable and performed their tasks as required. The gateway reputation database may be used, for example, in a PKG nomination and selection process.
Alternative Communication Option
We have assumed so far that PKGs have established communication channels between them in order to synchronize their databases and determine the path each outbound message should take. However, in such a disconnected networking environment, it might not be possible to guarantee such communication.
Therefore, another option would be to limit the role of the PKG to just private key generation. Nodes traveling out of their zones will carry with them all the messages they have received through broadcast from peer nodes. They would again broadcast these messages in the new zones they travel to.
Hence, messages would circulate between zones with a good probability of eventually reaching their intended destinations. However, this would come at the expense of network resources and performance.
Broadcasted messages would flood the network and DTN nodes would have to do more processing. Since the number of communicating nodes in such an environment is supposed to be relatively small, the impact on network performance should be tolerable. However, we would still have to deal with a larger latency.
Encryption Schemes
To ensure security and privacy of communication, the following encryption methods are used: IBE Cryptosystem: Consider the Public ID of sender Alice, Pu Alice : alice@dtn.com and the Public ID of receiver Bob, Pu Bob : bob@dtn.com. Setup: The PKG creates its private and public key pair, which we denote by S PKG (Master Key) and PP (public/global parameters) respectively. PP is a public parameter known to all the principals (senders/receivers) within the PKG zone [20] . PP = p x q, where p and q are two large prime numbers, p ≠ q PKG generates the private keys of the principals as follows [21] :
where H is a SHA hash function [22] . Encryption (Enc): Alice encrypts a message Msg to Bob as follows: Ciph = Enc (Msg) = Msg ID mod PP Decryption (Dec): Upon receiving the encrypted data from Alice, Bob requests his private key from the PKG using his Public ID appended to a timestamp (bob@dtn.com||TimeStamp). He then decrypts the received data as follows: Msg = Dec (Ciph) = Ciph PrBob mod PP Deniable Encryption: The IBE cryptosystem described above is used for sending requests and receiving replies. However, when the actual message Msg is sent, an extra level of security is added to make sure Msg is not revealed in case the sender or the receiver are compromised. We implement a "deniable encryption" mechanism, represented by function "Den_Enc". We used the deniable encryption algorithm proposed in [23] . This algorithm is based on the encryption of several interleaved message blocks; some of these blocks belong to the real message, while the others belong to random messages that are used as a decoy. Blocks of bogus data are randomly inserted, but the encrypted output includes additional information to determine whether a particular interleaved block is part of the original message or not. This algorithm was implemented by the author of [24] and its deniability was successfully tested.
In order to further protect the DTN data stored in the PKG databases, we can use an existing deniable encryption system, such as TrueCrypt [25] , which provides deniability to stored data through the creation of hidden volumes. Within the free space of a storage volume, a user creates an encrypted outer volume to store semi-sensitive data. This data can be revealed to a coercer that forces the user to hand out the password. Within the remaining space of the outer volume, the user can create a hidden volume with a totally different password to store the truly sensitive data.
Simulation and Results
We have used GrooveNet [26] to demonstrate the basic communication process in the proposed DTN scenario. In our simulation, we distinguished between a PKG node (server) and a normal DTN node, where the former is fixed while the others are mobile.
We demonstrate the status update process in which each normal node broadcasts its status update, hoping to reach the PKG by getting rebroadcasted by other local nodes. For every received status update message, the PKG replies directly to the node that sent it, and we are certain that the reply is received since the transmission range of the PKG covers (actually defines) the whole zone. The simulation includes separate zones. We autogenerate several normal nodes and one PKG in each zone. The normal nodes are bounded within the PKG zone by a MAX_DISTANCE parameter that we set in the simulator. This parameter defines the maximum distance a node can travel from its starting point until it returns.
We also separately auto-generate a Mobile Gateway node that starts in one zone and moves to another, communicating with the PKGs of both zones. The Mobile Gateway node is a normal node, but with a greater value for MAX_DISTANCE that enables it to move longer distances in order to reach another zone. Since it is generated separately, we can define a different mobility model for this node in order to better control its movement between zones. Reception Range of PKG: We assume originally that the PKG can reach any node within its zone. Therefore, whenever the PKG receives a request, it replies directly to the original sender. However, the issue here is whether or not the PKG receives the broadcast requests. This depends on the Reception Range of the PKG. When we increase this range, the PKG is able to receive requests from a greater number of nodes, and therefore, the PRR increases. This is demonstrated in test case 4, where the reception range is increased from 70m to 100m. Node Speed. As mentioned previously, the simulated DTN nodes are supposed to be within or moving around a small geographical area. Therefore, their speed should be negligible compared to that of a car. When we reduce the speed from 25mph to 2mph, we increase the chances of a message to be received by a peer node or by the PKG, and this is clear in the increased PRR in test cases 6 and 8. What makes a difference in this case is the original distribution of the nodes, whereby a node could remain within the reception range of the PKG or a peer node throughout the simulation time.
Communication Delays: In the considered DTN model, propagation delays within one DTN zone are negligible (in the range of few microseconds). This is because the transmission bit rate of a Wi-Fi device is in the order of several to tens of Mbps, whereas the propagation distances are around 100m per hop. Thus, the communication delays are caused mainly by the limited reception ranges of the PKG and the other nodes. Thus, a node rebroadcasts a message over a certain interval (1 second in our simulation), hoping that in the meantime, another peer node will become in range of communication, and consequently, is able to receive the message. The PKG, however, does not rebroadcast its replies, because we assume its transmission range covers the whole DTN zone. Thus, the reply delays come basically from processing the message queue.
Dual DTN Zone
The second simulation is intended as a proofof-concept of the proposed communication model. It consists of two disconnected DTN zones, with a PKG and three nodes each, in addition to a Mobile Gateway node that moves from Zone1 to Zone2. The simulation results are shown in Table 3 . 
Parameters Affecting DTN Security
Although the simulation described in this section does not take into consideration the security aspect of the DTN model, we can anticipate the effect of some parameters on the overall security of the communications.
 Key validity period ΔT: Every ΔT, the PKG identities are changed, and the nodes need to request fresh private keys to be able to exchange messages within this period. Thus, as ΔT becomes shorter, private keys are refreshed more frequently, and stored data is changing dynamically. Moreover, since the PKG is being replaced more often, it becomes less vulnerable to compromise, and the risk of it being discovered decreases. However, a shorter ΔT means that nodes will have to connect to the PKG more frequently, which reduces the efficiency of the DTN model.  Status Update (Heartbeat) Period ΔT 1 : Nodes send their status updates to the PKG every ΔT 1 . This is important if they need to send messages to nodes outside the PKG zone, since the latter has to decide which Mobile Gateway is going to carry these messages to the next zone. For local communications, the status update period does not carry a great significance. However, if the major traffic is going outside the DTN zone, then a shorter ΔT 1 means a faster update and a more dynamic data exchange between zones. Again, this requires that the PKG actually receives these update messages, which means that nodes need to be in contact with the PKG more often.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a security solution that uses DTNs to protect communications in dangerous environment and territories under the control of oppressive governments. We started by a brief overview of DTN applications and architecture, and then we investigated the challenges and concerns faced when trying to secure such networks.
A lot of research has already been done to enable secure communications within DTNs, and many algorithms and protocols have been devised to ensure the privacy and anonymity of these communications. Existing security mechanisms are reviewed, and some of them are utilized to develop the security solution of the proposed system.
The DTN model proposed considers a group of people who want to communicate secretly, without raising the authorities' suspicions, for fear of death or captivity. They want to exchange critical information while keeping their identities hidden, and the content of the exchanged messages confidential. This model is presented in details, and the communication scenario is explained with the proposed security-providing mechanisms.
We simulated the DTN model using GrooveNet, a simulator originally intended for vehicular communications. We presented the simulation setup and the different test cases used to study the behavior of this system. We then analyzed the effect of the different parameters on the security and overall performance of the network.
